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Gaussian basis sets for use in correlated molecular calculations. X.
The atoms aluminum through argon revisited

Thom H. Dunning, Jr., Kirk A. Peterson,a) and Angela K. Wilsonb)

Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,c)

Richland, Washington 99352

~Received 16 January 2001; accepted 2 March 2001!

For molecules containing second row atoms, unacceptable errors have been found in extrapolating
dissociation energies calculated with the standard correlation consistent basis sets to the complete
basis set limit. By carefully comparing the convergence behavior ofDe(O2) andDe(SO), we show
that the cause of these errors is a result of two inter-related problems: near duplication of the
exponents in two of thed sets and a lack of high-exponent functions in the early members of the
sets. Similar problems exist for thef sets~and probably in higher angular momentum sets!, but have
only a minor effect on the calculated dissociation energies. A number of approaches to address the
problems in thed sets were investigated. Well behaved convergence was obtained by augmenting
the (1d) and (2d) sets with a high-exponent function and by replacing the (3d) set by the (4d) set
and the (4d) set by the (5d) set and so on. To ensure satisfactory coverage of both theL andM shell
regions, the exponents of the newd sets were re-optimized. Benchmark calculations on Si2 , PN, SO,
and AlCl with the new cc-pV(n1d)Z sets show greatly improved convergence behavior not only
for De but for many other properties as well. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Basis set expansion techniques have been a major
tributor to the success of molecular theory by allowi
chemists to obtain approximate solutions of the electro
Schrödinger equation for a wide range of molecules. Ho
ever, truncation of the basis set is also a major source
error in molecular electronic structure calculations. This i
result of the fundamental inability of a basis set expansion
one-electron functions to properly represent the Coulo
cusp, i.e., the behavior of the wave function as the intere
tronic distance (r 12) approaches zero, namely,1

Limr 12→0C~r 12!→11 1
2r 12. ~1!

As a consequence of this deficiency, molecular proper
that are strongly affected by electron correlation conve
slowly with increasing basis set size. Because the cost
calculation depends on a high power of the number of fu
tions ~N! in the basis set, e.g.,N5 for MP2 calculations and
N7 for MP4 or CCSD~T! calculations, computational con
straints limit the use of large basis sets and, therefore,
accuracy with which many molecular properties can be p
dicted.

There are two means to address this problem. The fir
to explicitly include interelectronic coordinates in the expa
sion of the wave function to help ensure that Eq.~1! is sat-
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isfied. Unfortunately, this approach, although conceptua
simple, gives rise to multielectron integrals that are diffic
to compute~see, however, the recent paper by Valeev a
Schaefer2!. The R12-method of Kutzelnigg, Klopper, an
co-workers,3 which uses closure relationships to approxima
these multielectron integrals, has proven to be very succ
ful in atomic and molecular calculations. Although the use
closure obviates the need to compute multielectron integr
this approximation only provides accurate solutions to
electronic Schro¨dinger equation if large, nearly complete b
sis sets are used—the very problem that we were trying
avoid. The second means to address the problem is to
velop a hierarchy of basis sets that systematically appro
the complete basis set~CBS! limit, allowing an accurate
value of the property to be obtained by extrapolation fro
results computed with smaller basis sets. This is the
proach taken by Dunning and co-workers.4 This approach is
only feasible, of course, if basis sets can be constructed
systematically approach the CBS limit. Fortunately, it a
pears that the correlation consistent basis sets first introdu
by Dunning in 1989,5 and later extended and elaborat
on by Dunning and co-workers,6 have this property. The
sets are denoted as cc-pVnZ, n52(D), 3~T!, 4~Q!, 5. ...;
aug-cc-pVnZ; cc-pCVnZ, etc. Calculations based on this a
proach have provided some of the most accurate informa
available on molecular systems, see, e.g., Refs. 4, 7, 8, an

In 1995, Bauschlicher and Partridge10 reported that they
obtained unacceptable errors~;6 kcal/mol! when they ex-
trapolated the binding energy of SO2 to the CBS limit using
the results from CCSD~T! calculations with cc-pVTZ
through cc-pV5Z basis sets—the first such failure they h
encountered. They found that addition of a high-exponend
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9245J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 21, 1 June 2001 Basis sets
function to the sulfur basis sets significantly decreased
magnitude of the error in the extrapolation. This issue w
later taken up by Martin11 who noted that the same proble
existed in SO as in SO2. He examined the addition of sets o
high-exponent functions to the standard correlation con
tent basis sets, including the use of (d, f ,g) sets that followed
the sameaufbau pattern used to construct the correlati
consistent basis sets. With these additions, significant
provements in the extrapolated binding energies were a
found. In the end, Martin recommended the addition o
(1d) set to the cc-pVTZ set, a (2d1 f ) set to the cc-pVQZ
set, and a (3d2 f 1g) set to the cc-pV5Z set. In an interestin
turn of events, Martin showed that the major effect of t
tight d functions was found at the Hartree–Fock level a
that it was largely a core polarization effect, rather than
correlation effect. In a related paper, Martin and Uza12

showed that the deficiencies in the correlation consistent
sis sets for the second row atoms were not unique to sulfu
other atoms in the second row also exhibited problems
dicative of a systematic deficiency in the basis
~Bauschlicher and Partridge10 had reported problems with
SiO and speculated that the problem might be more gene!.
Shortly after the report by Martin, Bauschlicher and Ricc13

examined the effect of various sets of tight functions on
agreement between the CBS limits predicted by different
trapolation procedures. They found the best agreement
achieved with the addition of a (2d) set and recommende
the addition of that set to each of the standard cc-pVnZ basis
sets for the second row atoms.

In this paper we re-examine the deficiencies in the st
dard correlation consistent basis sets for the second
atoms.6~b! The difficulty in investigating basis set deficienci
is that addition of any function to the basis set will impro
the total energy and, since correlation effects are usu
larger in the molecule than in the atoms, will likely lead
improvements in the calculated dissociation energy. Ho
ever, arbitrary additions to a basis set will ruin the system
behavior needed to provide accurate extrapolations to
complete basis set limit. Thus, one must carefully assess
problem as well as the approach used to solve the prob
By comparing the convergence behavior ofDe for O2 and
SO, we find two significant, inter-related problems with thed
sets for the second row atoms. Both problems must be
dressed to correct the observed convergence problems.
result, thed sets put forward here are not the same as th
recommended by Martin11 or Bauschlicher and Ricca.13 For
the TZ set, the difference is minor—the exponent of the ti
d function is optimized, rather than estimated. For the QZ-
sets, the differences are substantial—the new sets are
obtained by simply augmenting the standardd sets. Unlike
the previous sets, the new sets systematically expand
coverage of the valence and core regions asn increases. Us-
ing the new sets, which we label cc-pV(n1d)Z and
aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z, we report calculations on a selection
second row diatomic molecules and compare the results
those obtained with the standard correlation consistent s
The new sets substantially improve the convergence be
ior of De as well as other molecular properties, e.g.,r e and
ve .
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II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations in this work used theMOLPRO suite of
ab initio programs.14 All optimized exponents~z! in this
work were obtained with a BFGS algorithm15 using double-
sided numerical derivatives. The actual optimizations w
carried out in the space of ln~z!, and the gradient of ln~z! was
converged to better than 131026. In optimizations involv-
ing atomic species, full symmetry equivalencing was used
the orbital calculations. Spectroscopic constants for the
atomics reported in Sec. V were calculated by the us
Dunham analysis16 using potential energy functions con
structed from standard polynomial fits in internal displac
ment coordinates to seven total energies~unequally spaced
over the range20.3 bohr<r 2r e<10.5 bohr!. Dissociation
energies were computed with respect to the separated a
using orbitals optimized with symmetry restrictions cons
tent with the overall molecular symmetry. In all cases on
the pure spherical harmonic components of the polariza
functions were used, i.e., 5d, 7f , etc., and only the valence
electrons were correlated.

III. INCONSISTENCIES AND DEFICIENCIES
IN THE STANDARD SULFUR BASIS SETS

Before it is possible to construct basis sets that add
any deficiencies in the standard cc-pVnZ sets for the second
row atoms, we must better understand and characterize
nature of the defect. CalculatedEe’s andDe’s for O2 and SO
obtained from RCCSD~T!17 calculations with the standar
correlation consistent sets are listed in Table I. In Fig. 1,
plot the basis set convergence error:

DDe
bs~n!5De~n!2De~`! ~2!

for the two molecules. In Eq.~2!, De(n) is the dissociation
energy computed with the RCCSD~T! method and a
cc-pVnZ basis set, andDe(`) is the value of the RCCSD~T!
dissociation energy at the complete basis set~CBS! limit.
De(`) was estimated by combining an exponential extra
lation of the Hartree–Fock energies obtained with the
pVQZ to cc-pV6Z sets18 ~see also Ref. 19! with a n23 ex-
trapolation of the correlation energy obtained with the c
pV5Z and cc-pV6Z basis sets.20 The resultingDe’s are
119.98 kcal/mol (O2) and 125.64 kcal/mol~SO!, which are
in good agreement with the corresponding experimental

TABLE I. Total energies (Ee) and dissociation energies (De) from
RCCSD~T! calculations on O2 and SO with the correlation consistent bas
sets. Total energies in hartrees; dissociation energies in kcal/mol.a

Basis set

O2 SO

Ee De Ee De

cc-pVDZ 2149.985 302 103.980 2472.660 968 94.586
cc-pVTZ 2150.128 413 113.681 2472.808 798 114.317
cc-pVQZ 2150.173 221 117.272 2472.851 747 120.428
cc-pV5Z 2150.188 319 118.570 2472.867 671 123.702
cc-pV6Z 2150.193 619 119.226 2472.873 286 124.718
CBS limit 2150.200 35 119.98 2472.879 97 125.64

aCalculated at the fixed experimental bond distances~Ref. 22! of 1.207 52 Å
(O2) and 1.481 09 Å~SO!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9246 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 21, 1 June 2001 Dunning, Peterson, and Wilson
ues ~after removing atomic spin–orbit effects21!: 119.77
kcal/mol ~Ref. 22! (O2) and 125.67 kcal/mol~Ref. 23! ~SO!.
As can be seen, theDe

bs(n) curve for O2 smoothly ap-
proaches the CBS limit. On the other hand, there is a dist
kink in the De

bs(n) curve for SO betweenn54 (Q) and 5.
This kink, which noticeably changes the slope of theDe

bs(n)
curve, is the cause of the extrapolation errors first noted
Bauschlicher and Partridge.10

In Fig. 2, we plot the exponents for the standardd and f
sets for sulfur. As noted earlier by Woon and Dunning,6~b!

there is a clear discontinuity in the exponent patterns for b
the d and f sets betweennd , nf53 and 4. A discontinuity
may also exist in theg sets but is not relevant for the se
being discussed here. The three low-exponent~valence or
M-shell! functions in the (4d) and (4f ) sets are nearly iden
tical to those in the (3d) and (3f ) sets, while the highes
exponent functions in the (4d) or (4f ) sets are in the core

FIG. 1. Basis set convergence errors in the dissociation energy,DDe
bs(n),

from RCCSD~T! calculations on O2 and SO with the standard cc-pVnZ sets.
Downloaded 04 Jun 2007 to 140.123.5.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~L-shell! region. Since these sets were optimized in valen
electron calculations, Woon and Dunning noted that this w
an indication of the need for high-exponent functions to d
scribe correlation effects associated with the electron den
in the inner loop of the valence 3p orbitals of sulfur. This
discontinuity in thed-set exponents is the source of the kin
in DDe

bs(n) observed between the cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5
sets.

To quantify the contributions to the kink in theDDe
bs(n)

curve, we carried out a series of calculations on SO to
plore thed and f set deficiencies in the L-shell region. I
these calculations O2 was again used as a reference standa
First, we performed calculations with thed sets from the
standard cc-pVnZ sets as well as those from the weight
core–valence basis sets, cc-pwCVnZ sets24 ~note that for
oxygen high-exponentd functions are not present in th
core–valence sets until the TZ set!. The weighted core–
valence sets are derived from the standard sets by ad
high-exponent functions that systematically expand th
coverage of the L-shell region with increasing basis set s
Since the only difference between the two sets is the p
ence of additional high-exponentd functions in the
cc-pwCVnZ sets, the differences between the total energ
and the dissociation energies from the two calculations se
to quantify the deficiency in the L-shell region of the sta
dard d set. To minimize problems that might result fro
deficiencies in the other angular momentum sets, all calc
tions were performed using the~spfghi!-functions from the
cc-pV6Z set.

The results of the above calculations are summarize
Table II and the differences in the calculatedDe’s, i.e.,

DDe
Dd~n!5De@cc-pV6Z~2d!/cc-pwCVnZ~1d!#

2De@cc-pV6Z~2d!/cc-pVnZ~1d!# ~3!

are plotted in Fig. 3. In Eq.~3!, De@6Z(2d)/n(1d)# refers
to calculations with the cc-pV6Z set where thed functions
have been replaced by thed functions from the appropriate
nZ set. Addition of high-exponentd functions to the oxygen
basis sets is seen to have only a minor effect on the ca
latedDe’s. On the other hand, it is clear that there is a ma
problem with the standardd sets for the sulfur atom. For th
FIG. 2. Exponents for thed and f sets
in the standard cc-pVnZ sets of Woon
and Dunning@Ref. 6~b!#.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TZ and QZd sets,DDe
Dd for SO is 2.87 and 1.64 kcal/mo

respectively. This is to be compared to 0.14 kcal/mol a
0.05 kcal/mol for O2 . For the 5Zd set, the difference in SO
drops dramatically—to 0.38 kcal/mol. The 5Z set, whi
uses the (4d) set, is the first cc-pVnZ set that provides a
high-exponentd function, see Fig. 2. Clearly, the standa
sulfur (1d) – (3d) sets used in the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, an
cc-pVQZ sets are deficient in high-exponent functions a
the differences are chemically significant. The (4d) set used
in the standard cc-pV5Z set includes a high-exponentd func-
tion that begins to address this deficiency. In summary
agreement with the finding of Bauschlicher and Partridg10

TABLE II. Total energies (Ee) and dissociation energies (De) of O2 and
SO from RCCSD~T! calculations with the cc-pV6Z sets and thed sets orf
sets from either the cc-pVnZ sets or the cc-pwCVnZ sets. Total energies in
hartrees; dissociation energies in kcal/mol.a

d/ f set source

O2 SO

Ee De Ee De

d sets
cc-pVTZ 2150.185 671 119.449 2472.866 568 122.179
cc-pVQZ 2150.191 628 119.090 2472.869 783 123.156
cc-pV5Z 2150.193 022 119.140 2472.872 349 124.410
cc-pwCVTZ 2150.188 526 119.587 2472.872 455 125.046
cc-pwCVQZ 2150.192 492 119.142 2472.873 295 124.798
cc-pwCV5Z 2150.193 370 119.149 2472.873 351 124.793

f sets
cc-pVTZ 2472.870 334 125.389
cc-pVQZ 2150.191 163 119.169 2472.872 604 124.676
cc-pV5Z 2150.192 998 119.108 2472.872 992 124.643
cc-pwCVTZ 2472.871 237 125.441
cc-pwCVQZ 2150.191 844 119.194 2472.872 818 124.706
cc-pwCV5Z 2150.193 297 119.125 2472.873 154 124.674

aCalculated at the fixed experimental bond distances~Ref. 22! of 1.207 52 Å
(O2) and 1.481 09 Å~SO!.
Downloaded 04 Jun 2007 to 140.123.5.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
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we conclude that the early members of thed sets in the
standard cc-pVnZ sets for sulfur are deficient in the L-she
region.

Corresponding calculations with thef sets reveal no ma
jor differences between O2 and SO as a result of the additio
of the high-exponentf functions from the weighted core
valence sets to the standard basis sets~see Table II and Fig.
3!. For the QZ set, the first set to containf functions in O2,
DDe

D f for SO is only slightly more than that for O2 . This is
so in spite of the fact that there are two high-exponenf
functions in the sulfur QZf set versus only one in the oxyge
QZ f set. For the 5Zf setDDe

D f is about the same for SO a
for the QZ set, whileDDe

D f for O2 decreases further. How
ever, the magnitude ofDDe

D f(SO) is small, 0.031 kcal/mol
as is the SO–O2 differential effect, 0.014 kcal/mol. For the
level of accuracy considered here, these differences are
significant. Thus, contrary to the recommendation
Martin,11 we do not find it necessary to add high-exponenf
functions to the standard cc-pVnZ sets for the second row
atoms. Further, we do not expect high-exponent functi
will be needed by any of the higher angular momentu
(g,h,i ) sets for the current level of accuracy~60.1 kcal/
mol!.

IV. DETERMINATION OF NEW SULFUR BASIS SETS

From the results in the last section, it is clear that
must add high-exponentd functions to the (1d) – (3d) sets in
the standard correlation consistent basis sets. However
exponents to be used in the finald sets must yield a smooth
progression, systematically increasing their coverage of b
function space asn increases. Without this, it will not be
possible to extrapolateDe

bs(n) and other molecular proper
ties to the CBS limit. As noted in the last section, the (3d)
and (4d) sets differ only by the addition of a high-expone
function in the (4d) set. Were a high-exponent function t
be added to each of these sets, as recommended by pre
-

FIG. 3. Differences in the calculated
dissociation energies for O2 and SO
resulting from replacement of the stan
dard d sets with the weighted core–
valenced sets (DDe

Dd) and of the stan-
dard f sets with the weighted core–
valencef sets (DDe

D f).
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Optimum exponents~z!, total energies (Ee), and dissociation energies (De) of SO from RCCSD~T! calculations with cc-pV(n1d)Z and
cc-pV(n12d) basis sets. Total energies are in hartrees; dissociation energies are in kcal/mol.a

Basis set

(1d)
SO-molecule/HF optimized

(1d)
S-atom/CISD optimized

(2d)
S-atom/extrapolated

z Ee De z Ee De z Ee De

cc-pV~T1d)Z 3.564 2472.814 256 117.103 3.987 2472.814 187 117.058 2.494, 7.595 2472.815 007 117.395
cc-pV~Q1d)Z 5.135 2472.854 952 122.033 5.465 2472.854 944 122.031 7.889 2472.855 313 122.146
cc-pV(51d)Z 10.515 2472.868 562 124.096 6.919 2472.868 644 124.081 11.786 2472.868 792 124.131
cc-pV(61d)Z 16.706 2472.873 614 124.860 11.711 2472.873 643 124.847 16.019 2472.873 690 124.861
CBS limit 2472.880 01 125.74 2472.879 96 125.73 2472.879 934 125.73

aCalculated at the fixed experimental bond distance~Ref. 22! for SO of 1.481 09 Å.
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ong

be
authors,10–13the duplication in the valence space of the (3d)
and (4d) sets would not be addressed. The magnitude of
problem would be reduced, but it would not be eliminate

To ensure a smooth progression in the exponents as td
sets are expanded, we use the following prescription.

~i! Add a high-exponent function to the (1d) and (2d)
sets and use them in the DZ and TZ sets, respectiv

~ii ! Eliminate the (3d) set, since essentially the same v
lence functions are present in the (3d) set as in the
(4d) set.

~iii ! Use the (4d) set for the QZ basisd set, the (5d) set
for the 5Z basisd set, and the (6d) set for the 6Zd
set.

We refer to these new sets as the cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. In
these sets, each increment in the basis set results in a
tinuous refinement to the coverage of both the valence~M-
shell! and core~L-shell! regions.

We must now determine the best exponents to use in
cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. As noted by Martin,11 the deficiency of
high-exponentd functions in the standardd-sets results in a
poor representation of core polarization effects in molecu
calculations. This effect is present at the Hartree–Fock le
In Table III, we report RCCSD~T! calculations on SO where
we optimized the exponent of the tightestd function in each
of the cc-pV(n1d)Z sets in HF calculations on SO. Th
optimum exponents, total energies, and dissociation ener
are given. Comparing these results with those given in Ta
I, we see that the (n1d) sets yield dramatic improvemen
in both the total energy and dissociation energy for the
and QZ sets, e.g., the new sets yieldDe’s for SO that are
larger than the standard sets by 2.79 kcal/mol~TZ! and 1.60
kcal/mol ~QZ!. For the 5Z set, on the other hand, the diffe
ence inDe is just 0.39 kcal/mol and it decreases to on
one-third of that value for the 6Z set. This is just what
required to eliminate the kink in theDe

bs(n) curve plotted in
Fig. 1.

Although the impact of high-exponentd functions is
largely a molecular effect and dominated by the HF con
bution, we felt it worthwhile to determine whether or n
reasonable results could be obtained from exponents o
mized in atomic calculations. In Table III, the middle co
umns contain the results of calculations on SO where
exponents of the tightestd functions in each of the sets wer
optimized in singles and doubles configuration interact
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~CISD! calculations on the ground state of the sulfur ato
The exponents for the TZ and QZ sets are similar to th
obtained above as are the total energies and dissociation
ergies. In fact, the calculated dissociation energies differ
just a few hundredths of a kcal/mol. The optimum expone
for the 5Z and 6Z sets differ more significantly. In spite
this, the resulting differences in total energy and dissociat
energy are small. In fact, the total RCCSD~T! energies of SO
for these latter two sets are better for the exponents obta
from the atomic CISD calculations than for those from t
SO RHF calculations. Thus, atom-optimized basis functio
can simultaneously provide an excellent description of b
core polarization effects and correlation effects involving t
electrons in the inner loops of the sulfur valence orbitals

To determine if additionald functions are needed to off
set the deficiency in thed sets, we investigated two differen
cc-pV(n12d)Z sets. The first was obtained by extending t
even-tempered series for thed exponents by two~cc-pVTZ
set! or one~cc-pVQZ to cc-pV6Z sets! functions~only one
function need be added to the QZ to 6Z sets since these
already include at least one function in the core regio!.
None of the exponents were re-optimized. The results
these calculations are given in the last columns in Table
We again include the exponents of the added functions al
with the total energies and dissociation energies. As can
seen, the differences between the (n1d) and (n12d) sets

FIG. 4. Exponents for thed sets in the new cc-pV(n1d)Z sets.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 04 Ju
TABLE IV. Total energies (Ee) and dissociation energies (De) from RCCSD~T! calculations on O2 , SO, and
S2 with the optimized aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. Total energies in hartrees; dissociation energies in kcal/moa

n

O2 SO S2

Ee De Ee De Ee De

2 2150.020 305 106.276 2472.711 687 107.864 2795.367 120 86.893
3 2150.140 319 114.835 2472.826 128 119.593 2795.467 580 96.517
4 2150.177 984 118.026 2472.859 477 123.182 2795.496 887 100.674
5 2150.190 316 118.893 2472.870 526 124.505 2795.506 337 102.256
6 2150.194 591 119.299 2472.874 617 125.023 2795.510 210 102.866
CBS 2150.200 13 119.84 2472.879 79 125.62 2795.515 23 103.65

aCalculated at the fixed experimental bond distances~Ref. 22! of 1.207 52 Å (O2), 1.481 09 Å~SO!, and 1.8892
Å (S2).
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are small, e.g., the differences in total energy range fr
0.82mEh ~DZ! to 0.05mEh ~6Z! and inDe from 0.33 kcal/
mol ~TZ! to 0.02 kcal/mol~6Z!. Thus, contrary to the sug
gestion of Bauschlicher and Ricca,13 these results indicate
that a (n12d)Z set is not necessary to obtain accurate d
sociation energies. To ensure that this conclusion was
biased by our selection of exponents for the (n12d) aug-
mented sets, we repeated the calculations with the expon
recommended by Bauschlicher and Ricca. The differen
between the two (n12d) sets were negligible, e.g.,,0.01
kcal/mol in De .

Although the (nd) sets determined as described abo
clearly address the deficiency in the standardd sets, the fact
that these sets must span both the L- and M-shell reg
suggests that an even-tempered expansion of the expo
may not be adequate. To ensure that the exponents lea
the optimum progression asnd increases, we completely re
optimized the exponents of the (nd) sets in atomic sulfur
CISD calculations@the appropriate (sp f g...) set wasused in
these optimizations, e.g., the cc-pVQZ (sp f gh) set was used
in optimizing the (4d) set#. This procedure was successf
for the (4d) – (6d) sets and led to a series ofd functions
n 2007 to 140.123.5.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
-
ot

nts
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which systematically covered more and more of expon
space~see Fig. 4!. However, when the (3d) set was opti-
mized, all of the exponents ended up in the valence space
determine an appropriate (3d) set, we selected the exponen
from the optimum (2d) set, added a high-exponen
d-function, and optimized its exponent. The resulting (3d)
set fits the (4d) – (6d) pattern well~see Fig. 4!.

The selection of a high-exponentd function for aug-
menting the standard cc-pVDZ set poses special problem
one adds a high-exponentd function to the (1d) set and
optimizes its exponent, the resulting exponent is mu
smaller~1.397! than that for the cc-pV~T1d)Z set ~3.756!.
This is a result of the poor description of the valence sp
provided by the singled function in the standard set—th
‘‘high’’ exponent d function is being used to make up fo
this deficiency. One could argue that the exponent for thd
function to be added to the DZ set should be similar to t
for the TZ set. Since the low-exponent functions for both
these sets are well localized in the valence region, the fu
tion needed to describe core polarization effects should
similar. By analyzing plots ofz i(nd), we decided to estimate
the exponent of the tight function for the DZ set by scali
rs
FIG. 5. Basis set convergence erro
in the dissociation energy,DDe

bs(n),
from RCCSD~T! calculations on O2 ,
SO, and S2 with the cc-pV(n1d)Z
and aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. The O2
calculations used the cc-pVnZ ~left
figure! and aug-cc-pVnZ ~right figure!
basis sets; the SO and S2 calculations
used the cc-pV(n1d)Z ~left! and
aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z ~right! sets.
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the exponent of the tight function for the TZ set by the ra
z2(TZ!/z3~QZ), yielding 2.994. The resulting (2d) expo-
nents are plotted in Fig. 4. The resulting DZ set is reas
able, although it may yield results slightly better than mig
be expected for DZ sets in general.

The impact of the L- and M-shell structure on the exp
nents is clearly evident in Fig. 4. Note, e.g., the large spac
between the highest two exponents in all of the sets and
tighter spacing ofz3 andz4 in the (5d) and (6d) sets. This
effect is not well described by an even-tempered ser
However, the energetic impact of the effect is not lar
@,0.2 kcal/mol onDe(SO)].

In Table IV we list the total energies and dissociati
energies from RCCSD~T! calculations on O2 in the
aug-cc-pVnZ sets and on SO and S2 in the new
aug-cc-pV(n1d) sets. In Fig. 5, we compare theDDe

bs(n)
curves for O2 obtained from RCCSD~T! calculations with
the cc-pVnZ and aug-cc-pVnZ sets to those for SO and S2

with the cc-pV(n1d)Z and aug-cc-pV(n1d) sets. For any
given basis set~n!, the magnitude ofDDe

bs(n) is smaller for
O2 than for SO and S2, but the shapes of the curves are no
similar. In fact, the O2 and S2 curves are nearly congruen
Addition of diffuse functions to the basis set further reduc
the convergence error in SO, but has a much smaller ef
on O2 and S2 . This is as expected. SO is more ionic than2

TABLE V. Exponents in the newd-functions basis sets for the second ro
atoms, aluminum through argon. The new basis sets are available in
EMSL Gaussian Basis Set Library under the label: cc-pV(n1d)Z, where
n5D, T, Q, 5, and 6.

Atom Set
Augmented

zaug z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6

Al DZ 0.0552 0.190 1.195
TZ 0.0357 0.111 0.333 1.570
QZ 0.0274 0.0800 0.195 0.437 1.970
5Z 0.0254 0.0728 0.180 0.380 0.588 2.639
6Z 0.0237 0.0661 0.156 0.350 0.749 0.850 4.2

Si DZ 0.0840 0.275 1.803
TZ 0.0551 0.160 0.476 2.303
QZ 0.0414 0.113 0.272 0.608 2.645
5Z 0.0390 0.105 0.258 0.533 0.893 3.738
6Z 0.0370 0.0977 0.232 0.507 0.835 1.763 6.8

P DZ 0.116 0.374 2.506
TZ 0.0775 0.218 0.648 3.120
QZ 0.0570 0.154 0.365 0.807 3.343
5Z 0.0537 0.144 0.354 0.724 1.254 5.103
6Z 0.0507 0.134 0.319 0.692 1.088 2.482 9.4

S DZ 0.155 0.481 2.994
TZ 0.101 0.273 0.812 3.756
QZ 0.0722 0.194 0.464 1.019 4.159
5Z 0.0664 0.177 0.438 0.886 1.590 6.510
6Z 0.0609 0.160 0.380 0.804 1.259 2.988 11.5

Cl DZ 0.198 0.603 3.652
TZ 0.130 0.339 1.011 4.610
QZ 0.0912 0.243 0.583 1.276 5.191
5Z 0.0836 0.221 0.549 1.097 2.030 8.399
6Z 0.0775 0.203 0.488 1.036 1.583 3.820 14.7

Ar DZ 0.238 0.739 4.390
TZ 0.155 0.412 1.235 5.551
QZ 0.108 0.297 0.715 1.562 6.315
5Z 0.0978 0.270 0.673 1.332 2.516 10.518
6Z 0.0898 0.247 0.594 1.252 1.889 4.580 17.7
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and S2 and, thus, is more strongly impacted by the additi
of diffuse functions.

V. BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS
WITH „n¿d …-AUGMENTED BASIS SETS

Upon examining the exponents in the standardd sets for
the second row atoms aluminum through argon, we find t
all of the sets exhibit the same discontinuity betweennd

53 andnd54 as in sulfur. The early members of these s
are also deficient in the L-shell region. Thus, thed sets for all
of the second row atoms from aluminum through argon w
modified as described above. In Table V we list thed expo-
nents obtained in this way. Thesed sets, when combined
with the appropriate (sp f ghi) functions from the standard
sets, define new cc-pV(n1d)Z and aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z basis
sets for all of the second row atoms from aluminum throu
argon.

To determine whether or not the new (n1d)Z sets cor-
rect the convergence problems found in calculations with
standard correlation consistent basis sets, we carried
benchmark calculations on a representative set of molec

he
TABLE VI. Spectroscopic constants,Ee , De , r e , ve , vexe , and ae ,
predicted by CCSD~T! or RCCSD~T! calculations with the new
aug-cc-pV(n1d) basis sets on the molecules Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl.

n Ee (h)
De

~kcal/mol!
r e

~Å!
ve

(cm21)
vexe

(cm21)
ae

(cm21)

Si2
2 2577.941 561 64.24 2.2827 497.32 1.97 0.001
3 2577.982 314 71.99 2.2624 510.01 1.95 0.001
4 2577.994 009 74.47 2.2540 514.29 1.95 0.001
5 2577.997 693 75.34 2.2522 515.33 1.93 0.001
6 2577.998 988 75.67 2.2514 515.96 1.93 0.001

CBS 2578.000 566 76.09 2.2501 516.78
Expt. 75.6 2.2460 511.00 2.02 0.001 3

PN
2 2395.482 130 123.32 1.5169 1282.70 6.87 0.005
3 2395.557 118 136.98 1.5027 1322.62 6.62 0.005
4 2395.579 977 142.27 1.4968 1336.15 6.56 0.005
5 2395.587 342 144.06 1.4948 1341.17 6.56 0.005
6 2395.590 018 144.79 1.4941 1342.76 6.55 0.005

CBS 2395.593 344 145.68 1.4933 1344.76
Expt. 148.6 1.4909 1337.20 6.98 0.005 5

SO
2 2472.713 064 108.73 1.5200 1081.37 5.14 0.005
3 2472.826 255 119.67 1.4926 1145.22 5.93 0.005
4 2472.859 500 123.20 1.4860 1155.30 5.86 0.005
5 2472.870 530 124.51 1.4833 1160.30 5.90 0.005
6 2472.874 618 125.02 1.4823 1161.94 5.90 0.005

CBS 2472.879 743 125.59 1.4814 1163.89
Expt. 12661 1.4810 1150.80 6.41 0.005 7

AlCl
2 2701.720 300 112.35 2.1867 448.58 1.75 0.001
3 2701.797 250 118.02 2.1534 473.96 2.01 0.001
4 2701.822 171 121.00 2.1433 479.57 2.08 0.001
5 2701.829 746 121.90 2.1406 481.17 2.07 0.001
6 2701.832 970 122.20 2.1397 481.42 2.08 0.001

CBS 122.58 2.1386 481.79
Expt. 120.92122.3 2.1301 480.29 2.06 0.001 6
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FIG. 6. Basis set convergence errors in the dissociation energy,DDe
bs(n), from CCSD~T!/RCCSD~T! calculations on Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl with the standard

cc-pVnZ and new cc-pV(n1d)Z sets.
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containing second row atoms: Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl. In
Table VI, we report the results of valence electron CCSD~T!/
RCCSD~T! calculations on these molecules with the ne
aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. The basis set convergence cur
for property ‘‘Q’’, DQbs(n), are plotted in Figs. 6–8 fo
DDe

bs(n), Dr e
bs(n), and Dve

bs(n), respectively. Curves fo
both the standard aug-cc-pVnZ and new aug-cc-pV(n
1d)Z basis sets are given.

The impact of the (n1d) sets for the second row atom
is evident in the Figs. 6–8. TheDDe

bs(n), Dr e
bs(n), and

Dve
bs(n) curves are far smoother for the aug-cc-pVn

1d)Z sets than for the aug-cc-pVnZ sets. In particular, the
pronounced kinks in the DQbs(n) curves for the
Downloaded 04 Jun 2007 to 140.123.5.16. Redistribution subject to AIP
s

aug-cc-pVnZ sets betweenn54(Q) and 5 are absent in th
curves for the aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets. The curves for
Dr e

bs(n) and Dve
bs(n) are less well behaved thanDDe

bs(n)
with the new sets, but that is almost always found to be
case. However, theDr e

bs(n) and Dve
bs(n) curves are better

behaved for the new sets than for the standard sets.
In general, the spectroscopic constants predicted by

CCSD~T!/RCCSD~T! calculations agree well with the con
stants obtained from the experimental data. The differe
betweenDe(CBS) andDe(expt) for PN~2.9 kcal/mol! seems
unduly large and suggests that the experimental value
be in error. More definitive statements about the accurac
the coupled cluster method for molecules containing sec
FIG. 7. Basis set convergence errors in the equilibrium bond lengths,Dr e
bs(n), from CCSD~T!/RCCSD~T! calculations on Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl with the

standard cc-pVnZ and new cc-pV(n1d)Z sets.
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FIG. 8. Basis set convergence errors in the harmonic vibrational frequencies,Dve
bs(n), from CCSD~T!/RCCSD~T! calculations on Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl

with the standard cc-pVnZ and new cc-pV(n1d)Z sets.
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row atoms will have to await calculations that include cor
valence and relativistic effects.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

For molecules containing the second row atoms, p
authors found unusually large errors in the dissociation
ergies extrapolated from calculations with the correlat
consistent basis sets.10–13 Calculations by these authors su
gested that the error could be dramatically reduced by ad
high exponent functions to the standard correlation con
tent basis sets. However, the remedies varied from addi
single extrad function to the sets,10–12 to adding twod
functions to the sets,11,13 to adding progressively larger se
of (d, f ,g) functions to the sets.11

In this work, the convergence behaviors ofDe for O2

and SO were carefully compared. This comparison sho
that the cause of the error in the extrapolated value ofDe

with the standard correlation consistent sets is a result of
inter-related problems in thed sets: a near duplication of th
M-shell exponents in the (3d) and (4d) sets and a deficienc
in the L-shell region in the early members of thed sets
needed to describemolecular core polarization effects a
well as valence orbital correlation effects. A number of a
proaches to address these problems were investigated. S
factory convergence behavior was obtained by adding
additional high-exponentd function to the cc-pVDZ and cc
pVTZ sets, and then substituting the (4d) set for the (3d) set
in the cc-pVQZ set, the (5d) set for the (4d) set in the
cc-pV5Z set, and so on. The exponent for the extra tighd
function in the sulfur TZ set was optimized in correlat
atomic calculations as wereall of the d exponents in the
remaining (nd) sets (n54 – 6). The value of the high
exponentd function in the DZ set was obtained by scalin
the exponent in the TZ set.De(SO) andDe(S2) calculated
with the new sets, referred to as cc-pV(n1d)Z sets,
smoothly converge to the complete basis set limit.
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Similar problems have been observed in the basis
for all of the second row atoms.10,12 So, new cc-pV(n
1d)Z and aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets were generated for all o
the second row atoms, aluminum through argon. Benchm
calculations on Si2 , PN, SO, and AlCl with the
aug-cc-pV(n1d)Z sets show greatly improved convergen
behavior, not only forDe but for other properties as well
The new basis sets for the second row atoms, alumin
through argon, are available in the EMSL Gaussian Basis
Library.25
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